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A Remark on a Theorem of Powers and Sakai
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Abstract. Given an abelian locally compact group G and a C*-algebra with
unit 91, the set of those continuous representations of G by automorphisms
of 91 which fulfill a spectrum condition is closed.

In a recent paper [1] Powers and Sakai proved, among other things, that if a
sequence of continuous one-parameter groups of automorphisms of a C*-algebra
with identy, each with a generator in the algebra, converges strongly, uniformly
on compact sets of the line, the limit one parameter group has a ground state.

As any one parameter group with a generator in the algebra has a ground
state [1, proof of Theorem 2.3, first paragraph] this theorem is implied by a
closedness property of the set of one parameter groups having a ground state.

The purpose of this note is to remark that from the algebraic spectrum con-
dition [2] this closedness property follows naturally for any locally compact
abelian group replacing the line.

Let G be a locally compact abelian group and 91 a C*-algebra with identity /;
let stf be the set of all continuous homomorphisms of G into the group of *-
automorphisms of 91, equipped with the strong topology.

For α e j/, by a representation of {91, α} we mean a covariant representation
(π, U): π is a representation of 91 on a Hubert space Jtf and U a strongly con-
tinuous unitary representation of G on Jf s.t. U(g)π( -)U(g)~ 1 = π ° ag, g e G.

If ω is an α-invariant state on 91, (πω, Uω) and ξω denote respectively the G.N.S.
co variant representation and the associated cyclic vector s.t. co = (ξω,πω( )ξω)
and Uω(g)πω(A)ξω=πω(ag(A))ξω # e G, ,4 e 91.

Let G denote the dual group of G and Kc G a closed set including the identity
ofG.

Let 3(α> K) denote the smallest left ideal in 91 including the set:

SB(α, K) = {af(A)/A e 91 fe L\G\ f\K = 0},

where af(A)= lf(g)ttg(A}dμ(g) and μ is a Haar measure on G.
The following conditions on α e si are equivalent:
(i) there exists an α-invariant state ω on 91 with spectrum UωcK;
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In Ref. [2] this is proved for G=IR4 and K = the future light cone, but that
argument has a straightforward generalization to our present case.

Let jf(K) be the set of α e ̂  fulfilling (i)/(ii).

1. Proposition. The set s$(K) is closed in £/ for the topology of strong con-
vergence uniformly on compact sets of G. The set jtf(K) is sequentially closed in jtf
for the topology of simple strong convergence.

Proof. If α e j/\s/(K) we have 3(α, K) = 21 i.e.

/=Σ"ι^α/,(«i) (1)

with </jeL1(G),/ = 0 on K and Ai,BiεM,i=l,...,N. Given ε>0 let C be a
compact set in G and φ l 5 ... , φN continuous functions with support in C s.t.

Let ^Γ(α) be the compact-strong neighbourhood of α in ̂  defined by

α'e^K(α) if sup{||α;(B ί)-α.(B ί)||/flfeC,ί=l,...,N}<ε.

If α' e yΓ(α), ΣfL ! ̂ .(B,.) = F e 3(α', X) and

for small ε, F is regular in 21 and 3(α', K) = 9I; so the last equation holds for all
α' in a compact-strong neighbourhood of α in j/.

Let {α(n)} C J/ be a sequence and α e j/ s.t. for any fixed ^ e G and A e 21

as n-+ao .

For each A e 2ί and / e L1(G), we have that

and \f(g)\ - ||α^μ)-α,μ)|| ^2||A|| - |/fe)|; by Lebesgue theorem

(<xff>-OLf)(A)-+Q as π-^oo. (2)

Assume α(n) e j/(K) but (1) holds. Setting B(n} = £fL 1 A^](B^ by (1) and (2)

β^/ as n^oo (3)

since 5(n) e 3(α(π), K)Φ2I for all n, (3) cannot hold, and also 3(α, X)Φ2I||.

2. Theorem. Lei {α(n)}C^/ fee α sequence s.t. for each geG\Aεtyi\a$\A) is
convergent in 21; then the limit ug(A) defines on element α e j/. If a(n} ejtf(K), also

Proof. The limit ag of α^n) defines clearly a homomorphism of G into the group
of *-automorphisms of 21; by Proposition 1 we need only to prove that if
A e2I, g e G-xx,g(A) is continuous. Since geG-^a(g}(A) is continuous it is also
locally strongly measurable and so is geG-^a0(A) by [3, Theorem 3.5.4]. Then
continuity follows from local strong measurability by a known generalization of
[3, Theorem 10.2.3].
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